
 
 
 
 
 

Subject name: Study research work, making and defense of doctoral dissertation 
Professor or professors: Mentor 

Subject status: compulsory subject 

Number of credit points: 60 

Condition: passed examination, defended project of doctoral dissertation and one paper published 
in a paper in the scientific magazine from the list of Ministry of Science 

Subject aim: 
Gaining knowledge about the manner, structure and form of writing doctoral dissertation after 
done analysis and other activities which are done in the frame of study research work in the given 
themes of doctoral dissertation. While writing doctoral dissertation, there are gained scientific 
experience for creative work, writing scientific papers in which it is necessary to describe 
problematics, implemented methods, actions and resulted to which it was it was reached, and to 
given new scientific contribution to development of science and application of their scientific 
research in practice. Apart from that, the aim of writing and defending doctoral dissertation and 
developing abilities with students to results of individual research work preparation of adequate 
form and public presentation. 

Subject outcome: 
Enabling students to systematically approach solving given defining research problems, procuring 
analysis, application of gained and accepting knowledge from other areas in order to find answers 
to the given problem of research. Individually researching and solving tasks in the area of given 
theme, students gain new knowledge in complexity in the complexity of a problem from the field 
of their  expertise. Preparing results for public defense, by public defense, students gain necessary 
experience on manner in which in practice there should be presented results of individual or 
collective work. 

Subject content:  
Forming the individual in accordance with needs in the area which is encompassed by the given 
theme of doctoral dissertation. Student with guidance of a mentor, does the doctoral dissertation 
in written form writes the final version in accordance with given rules and standards which bring 
the papers of this sort. 

Proposed literature: 
Literature in the field of problematics which processed in the framework of doctoral dissertation. 
Student under the guidance of mentor does the doctoral dissertation in the written form makes 
the final version in accordance to over seen rules and standards which bring the works of this type. 

Number of active 

classes: 40/600 

Lectures: Study research work: 40 

Methods of giving lectures: menthor work, study research work, analysis of given 

literature, statistic results processing of research. 

Knowledge marking (maximum number  100) 

Pre examination duties: 60 Final examination: 40 

100 
 

 


